


Nice to meet you!

I am a sharp and pointy SPEAR, and I live on the NEAR Blockchain. There are far too many wild dragons roaming 
freely, threatening the safety of the community, and I am here to tame them all!

SPEAR is a revolutionary project featuring a dynamic ecosystem. It is powered by meme, fueled by development, 
and supercharged by its utilities.

Created by a team of seasoned developers who are passionate blockchain advocates. Our aim is to raid of all 
evils with our god given spears, to pierce the darkest part of the crypto world. The greed, the fear, the 
euphoria, and the panic. We've seen it all, and we want to do something about it. This purpose of this 
Whitepaper is to outline the general ideas of the project, its current development, and outlooks. 
It is by no means a finished paper and it does not pretend to be.
 
We are here to help spread the message through our memes, brand value, and entertainment.



Big plans need big spears!
SPEAR game will be the tip of the iceberg, we envision building the most comprehensive entertainment ecosystem 
beginning with NEAR Protocol. Within our short to medium term plan, we will be releasing numerous games and 
utilities, these games will incorporate a small amount of other projects’ brand identities and materials.

For example, with permission and collaboration plans in place, we will utilize other project’s brand as our 
bosses. And upon successful defeat said bosses, there might be rewards offered by another project, whether it’d 
be token or NFTs. Now this cross-project collaboration is just the beginning. The goal is not just NEAR, but 
EVERYWHERE!

We plan on incorporating projects from other chains as well!



It's a game where you throw spears at targets to earn rewards, the rewards ranging anywhere from free plays to 
tokens. But to play the game, players must possess the SPEAR NFT.

With a SPEAR NFT, you are allowed to a certain number of free plays based on the NFT rarities, more on this 
later. However, you are also able to spend $SPEAR to acquire additional throws. There will be rotation of 
Grand prizes with other projects and game rotations will come in later. Our vision is to have collaboration 
with all similar projects on the NEAR chain. Imagine their NFT's giving free games or their tokens as prizes 
under the same model as SPEAR!

They say the HOUSE always wins but at SPEAR, the community always wins! Because every bought game is a burn! 
and every burn is a bump in the price of our token!



There will only ever be a total of 5,000 SPEAR NFT, they are created with the state-of-the-art designs that 
will be implemented in game. 5,000 is a lot you say? Not until you see what our plans are. SPEAR is all about 
development! That is our bread and butter.

Our NFTs are groundbreaking. In addition to the common rarity based on attribute, they also have a unique 
access rarity, what this means is that the earlier you get your NFTs, the more valuable it is. Each edition 
not only grants you access to the current game release, but also allows the owner to access any subsequent 
games released by our protocol – that means the earlier you get your NFT, the better and more valuable.

Each NFT holder will receive the following benefits:

$SPEAR token airdrop

5% of total supply of our fungible token, $SPEAR, will be airdropped to all NFT holders. A snapshot will be 
taken at a pre-determined time. Depends on the price at the time of the airdrop, it could even be worth more 
than the cost of the NFT that a holder paid at minting!



Competitive Gaming

SPEAR NFT will generate a perpetual 5% royalty to the community. With each transfer and sell, a 5% royalty is 
paid back to the community. This fund will grow overtime, and we plan to use this account to support our 
effort in creating a competitive gaming event that furthers our ecosystem and SPEARonNEAR's brand, which in 
turn generates benefits to its members.

Play2Earn Game Access

Only the SPEAR NFT owners can access the play2earn game. By combining the latest game trend with blockchain 
technology, we can create a play2earn game that benefits the player and the community. SPEAR, the game, 
features fluid gameplay, near-real world mechanics, to create an experience for its end user like never 
before. Within its ecosystem, the SPEAR NFT acts as a key to unlocking the game, while the player is having 
fun, they are also earning real-world income. NFTs allow a set number of free entrees, the number of daily 
free entrees are granted based on the rarity of the NFT. It is pretty much free money once you have the NFT! 
Of course, if you don’t feel skillful, you can also purchase the NFT and lend it out to generate passive 
income.

There will only ever be a total of 5,000 SPEAR NFT, they are created with the state-of-the-art designs that 
will be implemented in game. 5,000 is a lot you say? Not until you see what our plans are. SPEAR is all about 
development! That is our bread and butter.

Our NFTs are groundbreaking. In addition to the common rarity based on attribute, they also have a unique 
access rarity, what this means is that the earlier you get your NFTs, the more valuable it is. Each edition 
not only grants you access to the current game release, but also allows the owner to access any subsequent 
games released by our protocol – that means the earlier you get your NFT, the better and more valuable.

Each NFT holder will receive the following benefits:

$SPEAR token airdrop

5% of total supply of our fungible token, $SPEAR, will be airdropped to all NFT holders. A snapshot will be 
taken at a pre-determined time. Depends on the price at the time of the airdrop, it could even be worth more 
than the cost of the NFT that a holder paid at minting!



NFT Lending/Staking

The true beauty of NFT ownership and power of Web3. We present you an alternative method to generate passive 
income on NFTs when the owners are not playing the game. The lending will take place between 2 parties on our 
NFT Lending Platform, the lender will set their own preference in terms of duration and royalty. The fees are 
a percentage of winnings that are automatically taken out and repatriated back to the original NFT owners. 
This is where rarity really comes into play with regards to its value and commanded fees, as previously 
mentioned. NFTs provide free plays based on rarity.

NFT Rarity & Free Play

Our traits are the basis of NFT rarity, and depending on the rarity level, a set number of free plays are 
assigned as follows:

• All NFTs receive 1 daily free play.

• NFTs with 1 of 14 unique traits receive 2 daily free plays.

• NFTs with 1 of 9 spear tip accessories receive 3 daily free plays.

• NFTs with 1 of 9 complete sets receive 4 daily free plays.

• Sonic, Robotic, and other legendary sets receive 5 daily free plays.



There will be no play to earn functionality without the implementation of an in-game currency. $SPEAR is a 
NEP-141 standard token that connects the P2E, Marketplace, NFT transaction, and purchase of player character 
from NFT holders. $SPEAR acts as the medium of exchange within the ecosystem.

It can be used to reward players for their achievements, occupying leaderboards as well as transacting in-game 
assets through SPEAR Marketplace. $SPEAR token not only powers the entire ecosystem but also can be a 
lucrative source of real-world income for the players, therefore it is critical that we take extra caution in 
developing its tokenomics.

One of the unique attributes to our FT is it's ability to generate funds for the community. Each sale will 
repatriate 5% to a community fund that will be used to better our project.



Marketing 5.0%

Founder Distribution 5.0%

NFT Airdrop 5.0%

Developer 5.0%

Community Airdrops 5.0%

Liquidity and Fees 25.0%

P2E 30.0%

Presale 20.0%

Tokens allocated to presale

Trading liquidity & launchpad fees

Awards to players in reaching
milestones and participations

Airdrop for community related activities

Locked & vested developer 

Airdropped to NFT holders

Pays for marketing campaigns
and exchange listing fees

Tokens reserved for founders,
all wallets will be made public



• Project core team construction   
• Market research and 1st game concept generation   
• Idea conceptualization and set forth plan of action
• Building organic community of early supporters   
• SPEAR game Alpha release 

• SPEAR NFT release 
• NFT listing on secondary market     
• Primary marketing campaign   
• Influencers mentions   
• Social medias push   
• Mainstream article features 
• Strategic collaborations 
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• $SPEAR token drop
• Game integration with NEAR protocol
• NFT design and creation     
• NFTs finalization and dAPP integration 
• Community outreach, establish presence on all 
    social media platforms
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• $SPEAR in-game currency public sale & CEX launch  
• NFT lending contract & platform reveal   
• SPEAR NFT marketplace launch   
• Secondary marketing campaign   
• Major influencers sponsorship   
• Targeted social media ads   
• Events representation & sponsorship 
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• Further game development and testing   
• Commercialization & Partnerships   
• Additional project features research & development  
• Update roadmap for next phase4


